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ABSTRACT

This article explores the unique application of the Human Library concept to an academic professional development

initiative. Human Library events are noted for their opportunities to provide a safe space for learning, knowledge

exchange and reflective thought, bringing together individuals willing to share their experiences (‘human books’) with

those wishing to learn more (‘readers’). Our specific objectives were to create a space for colleagues to discuss

teaching-related issues and create collegial connections. Evaluation data highlights the opportunities the event gave to

connect with colleagues, share and gain ideas, and engage in in-depth teaching-focused conversations. Readers

commented on the time and space offered by the event to stop, reflect and exchange knowledge. Human books

reported benefits to their own practices from the two-way conversational process, with at least one potential

collaboration being followed up after the event. Impact also appears to have endured beyond the book/reader

encounters with participants referring to their sharing with others of learning and ideas gained from or formed

following the event.
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Introduction

This ‘on the horizon’ article explores the application of the Human Library concept to an academic

professional development initiative. Our research suggests that this is a unique application of a concept

that employs a discursive forum to connect people and enhance relational understanding and knowledge.

The Human Library (also called Living Library) idea was initially developed in Denmark in 2000. Using the

literal phrasing of “Don’t judge a book by its cover” (Abergel et al., 2005, p.1), its aim is to challenge stigma

and stereotypes of people through the avenue of personal and respectful dialogue. Human Library events

bring together people who are happy to talk about their experiences (‘human books’) with those keen to

know more (‘readers’). For the duration of an event, ‘human books’, who pick ‘titles’ for themselves to

define the area for discussion, are available to ‘readers’ for conversation (‘readings’). Since its introduction,

the Human Library has become an internationally recognised movement that promotes diversity and

tolerance in society by allowing “people from different social groups and backgrounds to communicate with

each other in an informal and safe environment” (Bagci & Blazhenkova, 2020, p.414). Human books share

their personal histories and experiences with human readers and these personal exchanges open

opportunities for prejudices to be challenged.
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The Human Library is a contact-based intervention premised on the Intergroup Contact Theory. This theory,

introduced by Allport in 1954, maintains that “intergroup contact between different group members can

battle prejudice and improve intergroup relationships” (Bagci & Blazhenkova, 2020, p.414). Over the years,

the concept has continued to evolve as an effective platform to engage people in respectful and purposeful

knowledge production and exchange. In higher education, the Human Library has been used as a method to

develop students’ information literacy (Blizzard et al., 2019), professional community knowledge (Sen et al.,

2016) and interactions with support services (Bordonaro, 2020).

Authors continually note the ability of the Human Library to provide a safe space for learning, knowledge

exchange and reflective thought (Abergel et al., 2005; Kinsley, 2009; Schijf et al., 2020). Studies also

emphasise the developmental nature of the experience for both human books and readers through the

dialogue-based encounters (Bagci & Blazhenkova, 2020). Dialogue is at the heart of many established

institutional schemes to support and enhance teaching practices, e.g. peer dialogue and peer review

schemes, with scholars noting the benefits of dialogue-based approaches for professional development

(Cooper & Boyd, 1998; Gosling, 2014; Vella, 2002). It was for these reasons that we developed our pilot

initiative to apply the Human Library concept to an academic professional development context. The

expertise provided by the human books would be their specialist knowledge of education-related topics

and readers would have the opportunity to develop their understandings through purposeful and

constructive dialogue in an informal space. As a pilot, we identified three specific objectives:

● to discover if the Human Library concept can be applied to a teaching-focused context and lead to

positive professional development outcomes;

● to create a space for colleagues to explore and discuss teaching-related issues;

● to provide an opportunity for colleagues to create collegial connections.

The Human Teaching Book initiative

The Human Library initiative was not new to our institution. The Warwick University Library has run an

event since 2018 with staff and students in the role of human books talking about an element of their

identity/lived experience, such as Christian, Chinese, Gay, Police Officer, Anxiety and Disabled. As the

Human Library is already an internationally recognised movement with strict rules around organisation of

events, we differentiated our initiative by describing it as a ‘Human Teaching Book Event’.

To recruit our human books, we approached staff who we knew were already engaged in innovative

teaching practices, where there was growing institutional curiosity but limited practical application. We also

consulted an internal register of staff who are happy to share their expertise in specified areas with others

wishing to learn more. This first event was run in an online format, which we limited to ten human books

with titles including ‘design thinking’, ‘co-creation’, ‘restorative approaches to teaching’, ‘trans and queer

awareness’, and ‘neurodiversity awareness’. Once our human books were recruited, we advertised the

event across the institution and readers were invited to select their book titles in advance. We allowed up

to three readers per book reading to expand the number of readers who could join the event, enabling

more opportunities for collegial connections to be made whilst ensuring readings were intimate enough to

remain conversations rather than lectures.
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We ran the event for 90 minutes, which enabled us to create three reading sessions of twenty minutes

each. The format we followed is set out in Table 1 below.

Table 1 Format of the Human Teaching Book event

Timing Activity
12.00pm - 12.05pm Welcome.

12.05pm -12.30pm Move into breakout rooms and have the first book
reading.

12.30pm - 12.55pm Move into breakout rooms and have the second book
reading.

12.55pm – 1.00pm Screen break.
1.00pm - 1.25pm Move into breakout rooms and have the second book

reading.
1.25pm - 1.30pm Thanks and close.

Readers and human books were assured that no preparation was required for the event, but we did suggest

to the human books that they come primed with conversation starters such as, ‘What interests you in [book

title]?’, ‘Have you done anything with [book title] already?’ and ‘Is there any area of [book title] you are

particularly curious about?’ After an initial welcome, readers were assigned to breakout rooms according to

their title selection where they met their human books. Readers were then reassigned for two further

reading sessions before returning to the main room for a short closing session. Not all readers attended all

three sessions.

Evaluation

Overall, the event went well. Some readers did not attend or offered apologies at late notice, which meant

some human books had no readers for some reading sessions. These human books usually then became

readers and attended other sessions. Due to non-attendance, in all cases there were no more than one

reader per session. The online platform (MS Teams) presented the only difficulties encountered on the day.

We ran into challenges allocating participants to breakout rooms, though this was resolved by the human

books calling the readers through MS Teams. In future runs, we will use channels with each channel bearing

the name of the book title.

An evaluation form was created as part of our evaluation plan, which was given ethical approval by the

University’s ethics board. This evaluation form was circulated to readers and human books after the event.

As some human books had also become readers on the day, they were sent both reader and human book

evaluation forms. The evaluation data suggests that the event was successful and enabled readers and

human books to connect, share ideas and learn from each other in an informal and supportive

environment.
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Results

Experiences of readers

Five readers completed the evaluation form. All five agreed that the Human Teaching Book concept was

effective to support teaching-focused conversations and had helped to develop their understanding of

topics they were interested in. They also agreed that they had gained useful ideas that they would be able

to incorporate into their teaching or support for student learning. Four of the five agreed that they had

made useful connections to colleagues because of this event.

The qualitative comments revealed that readers enjoyed the event and would participate again. Of

particular note are the benefits they highlighted that relate specifically to the Human Library concept. For

example, readers commented on the opportunities the event gave to:

● “connect with people and start to share ideas” (Reader (R)1);

● “stop, reflect and exchange knowledge” (R2);

● “clarify some of my understanding on certain topics” (R5);

● “reflect more about my own practice, skills and strengths” (R4).

For one reader, the one-to-one time with a human book was “incredibly valuable”:

Rarely are we afforded time and space to explore a question/topic to inform our practice…it was so

interesting to unpack definitions, explore meaning, and connect with a colleague and consider ways

we can develop our appreciation and application…it was proper food for the soul. (R2)

Readers also identified positive actions that they would be taking following the event, which included

sharing their learning with team-mates, running a similar event in their own departments and joining

relevant internal networks or groups related to the topics they had explored. One reader indicated that

they would be communicating their learning to senior leaders within forthcoming Faculty policy discussions.

Experiences of human books

Four human books completed the evaluation form and all agreed that the Human Teaching Book concept

was effective to support teaching-focused conversations. All responded that they felt confident in engaging

the readers in discussion, had benefited from their interactions in the event and had made useful

connections to colleagues.

Human books echoed the readers’ qualitative comments and highlighted the opportunities the event gave

to connect with colleagues, share and gain ideas, and engage in conversations for which time does not

usually allow. Significantly, the human books confirmed the benefits for their own learning and practices

through the “two-way” (Book (B)1 and B4) conversational process. At least one book reported that they

would be following up a potential collaboration with a reader after the event.

When asked what advice they would give to other human books to get the most out of the experience, the

comments included:

● spending time getting to know the reader – “It helps to contextualise the conversation and you

learn so much from them too” (B1);
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● being prepared to think laterally in answering questions – “The readers don't necessarily ask

questions in the way you might first expect” (B2);

● embracing the two-way process – “It is not only about answering questions, but also about getting

new ideas” (B4).

Conclusions

This pilot event confirmed that the Human Library format can be meaningfully adapted to create spaces for

conversation and connection-building beyond its original remit of challenging stigma and stereotypes

around certain identities. The format worked to facilitate a space for colleagues to connect and discuss

teaching-related issues. The experiences of human books and readers suggest that the encounters operated

as an exchange of knowledge rather than a one-way transmission from book to reader, evening out the

traditional power imbalance of teacher and learner. In effect, the event acted as a space for learning to

occur through the dialogic method discussed by Shor and Freire (1987). Whilst the human book may

initially know the topic better than the reader, they re-learn it through the new knowledge or perspectives

gained by discussions together. As Shor and Freire (1987, p.14) put it, the human book and reader “meet

around [the topic] and through it for mutual inquiry”. As we can see from our evaluation data, the dialogic

encounters created opportunities for new ideas to develop for all participants and collaborations to form.

The impact of the event appears to have endured beyond the encounters themselves and spread wider

than the participants taking part. Participants referred to the reflections and collaborations that occurred

following the physical encounter, and their sharing with others of learning and ideas shared at or formed

following the event. We can see then that in the first instance, the event provided opportunities for

colleagues to make connections with others across the University that they may not otherwise meet.

Importantly, the data also suggests that it has acted as a channel through which colleagues might seed

ideas and practices into areas outside of their own departments and disciplines.

Going forward, in terms of running the event again, the feedback from participants confirmed the

importance of careful preparation of the reader and human books to ensure all attend with reasonable

expectations as to what will follow. Human books may find it helpful to have some conversation starters and

questions prepared in advance to quickly build rapport and help focus conversations. In an online event,

finding a way to create virtual rooms easily is key. Requiring readers to make book selections in advance

should help with this aspect.

Building on our learning from this pilot, we will be looking to further explore the sustainability of the

positive outcomes reported by our human books and readers. For example, did the expected collaborations

materialise and flourish? Does the event itself provide enough infrastructure for sustainable outcomes or is

more required? It would also be beneficial to examine the impact of different spaces used for such an

event. Ours was an online event and it would be interesting to consider if conversations or encounters may

run differently within an in-person event. Such considerations may help us to understand the affordances

and limitations of different spaces for this activity as a professional development exercise and help event

organisers plan measures to address any limitations to ensure participants feel comfortable to engage. This

may involve careful consideration of the promotion of the event and recruitment of human books and

readers, agreement of ground rules and thoughtful arrangement of the event setting. Finally, we suggest

that research on the perception of the event as a ‘safe space’ or ‘brave space’ would be incredibly valuable.

As noted earlier in the paper, the Human Library is promoted as offering opportunities for learning and
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knowledge exchange within a safe environment. It may be helpful to consider the features of a ‘safe’ or

‘brave’ space in this context and how we, as facilitators, cultivate these to support sensitive but meaningful

discussions.
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